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Abstract: The Amount of annual solar energy radiation in Khouzestan province has rendered it a 
favorable condition to use solar energy in this region. The purpose of this project is to study the 
heating usage of buildings in a combined cycle. To this end, we have designed a model 
( mmmDimention 7.011:  ). Eight rows of copper pipes with inch375.1 diameter have been installed 
on the roof of model. By using a Motor, Oil circulates inside of these pipes and after the passing 
through the pies, it will turn into the same cycle. The oil is heated by solar radiation and in its return 
path; heating is carried to interior air of the model by using a small radiator, which is installed in the 
main box. In order to reach maximum power and considering Green House Effect, the pipes are placed 
in glass boxes. Moreover, to increase its efficiency; cooper pipes were coated with black color. In the 
best condition and during about 20 days  of data collection, C18 of  temperature difference has been 
recorded between indoor and outdoor spaces; and we also have calculated  η=12.3 % which is the 
efficiency of oil cycle.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

In number of feasibility studies, Ahvaz, the center of Khouzestan province in southwest of Iran at 310 North 
latitude, 480 longitude  and about 17m elevation, has received the top rating among several sunny places in the 
country as the most favorable site for installing a Solar Power Plant. Ahvaz enjoys 3119.3 hours of sunshine 
annually with an average of 10 hours per day. (H Asareh and A Motamedi Nassab, 2011) With such plentiful 
amounts of solar radiation in Khuzestan, exploiting solar energy can be effective in providing the energy in 
Ahvaz; however, the fact that there are great oil resources and rivers (e.g., Karoon, Karkheh, Dez, etc.) in this 
area; a good portion of needed energy is provided by fossil fuels. As fuel energy resources are predictably 
exhausted in a near future, we have to seek renewable energy sources like solar energy.  Some of annual Ahvaz 
meteorological parameters in 2010 are shown in Table-1. (E Mokhtari, 2010). 
 
Table 1: 2010 Ahvaz meteorological parameters (Mokhtari E 2010). 

 
parameter 
 

Max air 
temp (c) 

Min air 
temp (c) 

Relative 
humidity 
(mean %) 

Relative 
humidity 
(max %) 

Wind speed 
(mean knots) 

Duration of 
sunshine 
hours 

Amount of 
precipitation 
(mm) 

Average of Solar 
Radiation per 
month (KJ/m2) 

Annual 
amount 

33.6 19.3 40 59 5.2 3119.3 234.8 204600 

 
System Description: 

Due to high potential of solar radiation in Ahvaz, a plan was suggested in the first phase that the air played 
the role of heat transfer fluid and now in second phase, we have used an oil cycle as heat transfer fluid. (H 
Asareh and A Motamedi Nassab, 2011). 

The constructed model for heating usages includes different parts which are shown in Fig-1. 
 Main box, for setting other devices up; we chose Double-part walls to reduce the heating exchange between 

inside and outside of sample; meanwhile it has high stability in enduring the weight of roof. The dimensions 
for construction are considered   mmm 7.011  .   

 Main radiator; include eight cooper pipes with inch375.1 diameter. They are set on the floor. 
 Heating Exchange area, this area includes two pats; a small radiator and a small fan with controllable speed. 
 Oil and oil motor, Due to some important features of Silicone oil, it is selected to flow in pipes. This fluid 

has little changes in physical properties over a wide temperature range. It can be used from -40C0 to 280C0 
(A Pasupathy, 2008). Some of other properties of this fluid are shown in table-2. A motor circulates hot 
silicon oil in pies. 

 Electronics Devices, include a digital thermometer and a switch to control the fan speed, also it is used to 
control the circulation speed of hot oil. 
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Table 2: some of  Silicone oil properties (Y.A. Cengel and  MA Boles 1998). 
Thermal conductivity at 20C0 0.1 w/mk 
Density at 20C0 760 kg/m3 

Heat capacity at 20C0 1370 j/k 
Thermal diffusivity at 20C0 7×10-8 m2/s 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1: Different parts of system. 
 
System Performance: 

The mechanism of the model is based on oil circulation between pipes; the oil is sent into pipes by using a 
small oil motor. Using Volume key, input voltage of motor can be controlled. Therefore, we were able to select 
appropriate circulation speed of oil, as it is shown in Fig-1. 

After turning the motor, oil flows inside the pipes and after absorbing the collected heat, it goes to heat 
exchanger part and gives the absorbed heat to a small radiator. During data recording, a fan that is installed 
behind the radiator, works and transfers the heat to interior space of sample. Since we were interested in 
obtaining the maximum efficiency, pipes were set in a glass box to use the greenhouse effect. Overall, we took 
all the possible measures to absorb the highest amount of heat generated through solar radiation. 
 
Experimental Reports: 

We have tested the Model several times over a period of several days. As expected, the model has indicated 
the temperature difference between inside and outside. Therefore, as we get closer to the noon, temperatures 
differences between the indoor and outdoor should normally increase (Fig-2, 3). 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2: Variation of outside temperature with respect to time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3: Variation of inside temperature with respect to time. 
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It should be mentioned that, there is a gap (about one hour) between peak of Fig-2 and Fig-3 graph and it is 
related to passing time for warming the oil (Fig-3). Data in these graphs came from average data of several 
successive days. Graphs that are plotted for 20 points, must demonstrate some physical points: 
 Sunrise and sunset time in tested place, are consistent with their place in graph. 
 The initial time for heating the oil is consistent with the graph considering a delay time period (about one 

hour)  
In all experiments, we also recorded the oil temperature Fig-4; the oil reaches to its maximum temperature 

(60C0) at t=13.75. Fig-4 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4: Variation of oil temperature with respect to time. 
 

It should be mentioned, that oil temperature decrease more gradually, in comparison to it's increasing to the 
peak and certainly it is completely related to the storage capacity of oil; so this system could be able to work 
about two hours after the sunset.  
The area of the roof is 1m2 and our measurements show that the solar power of radiation in Ahvaz is 
about

2
900

m

W (H Asareh and A Motamedi Nassab, 2011) while for the areas near to equator for instance Nigeria 

(altitude is about +6 N), it is 20 MJ/m2 (IU Chiemeka and TC Chineke, 2009). If we suppose the volume of 
interior air, dose not change during the time, related to our calculation, we can 

consider kgmkgm oilair 8.22,8.0  . The captured energy by oil can be derived kjTCmQ oiloili 1187 ; 

which ∆T is 38 for Oil and 18C0 for air, so the captured energy by interior air will be kjTCmQ airairf 146  

which 
gk

j
Cp 012.1  is heat capacity of air (PJ Lunde, 1980). Finally, we can calculate η=12.3 % which is 

efficiency of oil cycle.  
 
Conclusion: 

At Ahvaz zone, the data show that almost in all days, we have about 9 hours with shining (table-1). 
However, we derive all data from about 5 hours of testing which means high capacity of using the proposed 
system.  

This system can be useful for the areas, which are far from the cities. Due to the amount of temperature 
difference, between inside and outside of sample, ∆T=18C0, and efficiency of oil cycle, η=12.3 %, it seems that 
suggested plan seems to be a good resource to draw upon once the present fuel resources are no longer 
available.  
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